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Purpose and scope

The purpose of this project was to promote and facilitate functional group work by providing
feedback for students and professors using peer-assessment surveys administered after
group assignments and quizzes. We created a streamlined peer-assessment survey in
Qualtrics to collect feedback on an individual’s contributions and their overall group
dynamic. Then we checked in with students who had ongoing peer-assessment mean
scores of less than 2 out of 3 points, wrote comments, or had comments written about them
that necessitated support.
To encourage high rates of participation, a condensed rubric was created and the survey
was structured to be completed in about 3 minutes. To further incentivize participation and
make mean scores more robust, students received their mean peer-assessment score only if
they completed the peer-assessment survey for their fellow group members.
We created this walkthough to share customizable, ready-made peer-assessment templates
for short-term group assignments/quizzes and long-term group projects, as well as provide a
means of easily extracting data with minimal knowledge of Qualtrics.
This document will provide:
1. An assignment/quiz template and a group-project template (QSF files) with sample
instructions, guidelines for implementing peer assessments, and sample rubrics.
2. Guidelines on how to create and customize the assignment/quiz peer-assessment
survey from our template.
3. Tips on how to publish and distribute a survey.
4. Information about data and analysis settings specific to the assignment/quiz peerassessment survey.
5. Instructions on how to access and download reports with peer-assessment data.
We hope this will help familiarize you with Qualtrics and provide data on your student
learning groups that will help improve functionality and student satisfaction.
Please feel free to share your thoughts about this resource, suggestions for improvement,
and your experience with peer assessments!
Michelle Haskin
Teaching Assistant Professor
Department of Geological Sciences
mhaskin@unc.edu.
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Assignment template, guidelines, example rubrics
The following are guidelines for incorporating peer-assessment surveys as well as example
rubrics, one for assignments/quizzes and another for group projects spanning half the
semester. The survey links and QR codes listed with each rubric connect to mock peerassessment surveys you can complete to experience what students do!
Group Assignment X: Title
GEOL101.001 Fall 2020
12 points + 3 points of peer assessment
*Small Group Number:
*Group Members Present (first and last names):
*Please write your group number. Each group member present must include their name above to
earn credit for contributing to the assignment. If you are working with people from other groups
temporarily, write your original small group number next to each of your names.
Use your notes and textbook as a guide to piece together important concepts from this unit to aid in
your understanding of complex concepts by answering the following questions.
Feedback will be given directly in this file so save this Google Drive URL for future access. Refrain from
altering your group’s work after you finish or without knowledge and consent of all group members.
Your score out of 12 points for this assignment and your peer-assessment score out of 3 points will be
released in Sakai’s Gradebook separately.

[Group Assignment Content Goes Here]
Professor tips: considerations for peer-assessments surveys
•

Pick one type of group assessment to implement peer-assessment surveys to see how they’re
best executed and allow time for troubleshooting before expanding them to additional
assessments.

•

Apply peer assessments for a set duration of time (prior to the first exam, half a semester, entire
semester) to habituate students to the procedure and provide an escape valve for yourself.
Consider telling the students, “We’ll be trying this for the first 4 assignments and I’d like to know
your thoughts,” (remember to ask them for feedback). Try to keep the peer-assessment
procedure consistent. If changes need to be made, communicate repeatedly with specifics
and allow time for students to make the shift.
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•

Embed the peer-assessment instructions and links at the end of the group assessment (see
example below) to serve as a next-step prompt and to eliminate additional steps to access,
complete, and submit surveys. Students may forget to complete the peer assessment if it’s
only mentioned in the leading instructions.

•

Create a space for students to write their first and last names on the group assessment so they
can easily determine which peers to assess. This is important if groups change, when group
members are absent and should not be assessed, and if temporary composite groups are
assembled for critical mass. Consider telling students to refer to the list of names on the group
assessment so their peer assessments reflect only those present.

•

Set a due date when the peer-assessment survey will expire. If peer-assessment data will be
used as part of the course grade, then a survey expiration date should be employed.
Consider creating a mock peer-assessment survey that doesn’t expire for students to practice.

•

Make plans if students fail to complete the peer assessment for all present group members,
miss the group assessment, and/or make mistakes while completing peer assessments.
Consider: how will you incentivize students to complete the peer assessment? How many
points will you be awarding for completing the peer assessment relative to other parts of the
group work (what are the stakes of not completing the peer assessment or doing it
improperly)? Will you give the students a mock peer assessment to practice completing
before the first graded peer assessment? How many times will students access a single peer
assessment (are you concerned about “ballot stuffing” where a student reviews themselves or
a peer multiple time to skew their score)? Communicate your expectations ahead of time.
To sidestep issues about survey mistakes or if students complete it or not, require them to
download and save a copy of their survey.

•

Consider group-work scaffolding. Group contracts can identify desired group traits, establish
standards, normalize expected behaviors, and act to bring the group together. Consider
short, frequent discussions prior to group work about the importance of accurate and honest
peer assessments as well as equity surrounding communication supports (technology and
communication style), recognizing that contributions and effort may look different for different
people. If your assessments are formative and your rubric appropriate, help your students
recognize that effort and participation may be as valuable as accurate answers.

•

Tailor your rubric and the format of your peer-assessment survey based on your peerassessment goals.
The first rubric below was for group assignments and quizzes. Our goals were to make peer
assessments streamlined to allow for general feedback on an individual’s contributions and
overall group functioning without being a repetitive and laborious process and to have nearly
100% participation for every group assessment. Therefore, the rubric and Qualtrics survey are
short and general.
The second rubric below was for a group project that spanned half of the semester where
feedback on specific metrics was necessary for a single higher-stakes assessment and a larger
proportion of the grade. The goal was to solicit more detailed and specific feedback.
Therefore, the rubric and the Qualtrics survey are longer and target specific criteria.
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In recognition that the functionality, satisfaction, and academic benefits of group work largely depend
on equal participation and the perceived value of each group members’ contributions, up to 3 points
of your group-assignment score will be based on peer assessment according to the following rubric:
0 points
Description
of the Point
Criteria

1 point

The group member met
0-1 of the 6 criteria
below:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Overall
Assessment

They were not helpful;
we could have
completed work without
them.

The group member met
2-3 of the 6 criteria
below:

2 points
The group member met
4-5 of the 6 criteria
below:

3 points
The group member
met all 6 of the criteria
below:

Came prepared
Was actively engaged and present for the entire session
Solved problems and asked insightful questions
Valued contributions made by other group members
Contributed high-quality ideas and content
Did their share of the work

They contributed some
but we could have
completed work without
them.

They were a helpful
group member.

They were an essential
group member.

Complete the peer assessment here (or access via the QR
Code with the photo app on your phone) for all group
members EXCEPT yourself, including members from other
groups you may have worked with temporarily.

You can access the survey ONCE so be sure to evaluate ALL of your group members by selecting ALL
of their names when asked who you are assessing (consult the names written on your completed
group assignment). There is no requirement for how many group members receive certain points;
evaluate them fairly and honestly. Your feedback will remain confidential.
Your peer assessment score will be the average of those submitted by your group members. If you
do not complete the assessment for all of your group members, you will not receive your peerassessment points.
Download a .pdf of your responses upon submission to preserve a record of your survey answers.
This peer-assessment survey closes at the end of the late-submission window for this group
assignment.
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The following group-project rubric corresponds to a different
Qualtrics peer assessment here that has more criteria for
assessment and short-answer reflection questions for each
student.

Peer-Assessment Rubric for Small-Group Projects (out of 16 points)
0.5 points

1 point

1.5 points

2 points

Participation

Group member was
present some of the time
but very rarely contributed
and/or was very rarely on
task.

Group member was present
but rarely contributed
and/or was rarely on task.

Group member
participated most of the
time and was on task most
of the time.

Group member
participated fully and was
always on task.

Intellectual
Contribution

Group member rarely
used their creativity,
expertise, and/or research
abilities to contribute.
Their contributions had to
frequently be checked by
others to ensure accuracy
and reliability.

Group member sometimes
used their creativity,
expertise, and/or research
abilities to contribute in a
limited area. Their
contributions had to be
checked by others for
accuracy and reliability.

Group member used their
creativity, expertise, and
research abilities to
contribute in a certain
area. Their contributions
were mostly accurate and
reliable.

Group member leveraged
their creativity, expertise,
and research abilities to
make significant
contributions in multiple
ways. Their contributions
were accurate and
reliable.

Time
Management

Group member didn’t
complete most of the
assigned tasks on time and
often forced the group to
make last-minute changes
to accommodate missing
work.

Group member often did
not complete assigned tasks
on time and held up
completion of project work.

Group member usually
completed assigned tasks
on time and did not hold
up progress on the
projects because of
incomplete work.

Group member
completed assigned tasks
on time and allowed the
project to progress
according to schedule.

Organization

Group member lost work,
had difficulty articulating
steps to accomplish a task,
and executed work in
ways that others found
very difficult to understand
and build upon.

Group member sometimes
kept documents,
instructions, and work easily
accessible, occasionally
articulated clear steps to
accomplish tasks, and
executed work in ways that
others found challenging to
understand and build upon.

Group member usually
kept documents,
instructions, and work
easily accessible, often
articulated clear steps to
accomplish tasks, and
usually executed work in
ways that others could
understand and build
upon.

Group member kept all
documents, instructions,
and work easily
accessible, articulated
clear steps to accomplish
tasks, and executed work
in ways that others could
understand and build
upon.

Group member didn’t
listen to others and often
interrupted.

Group member sometimes
did not listen to others’
ideas.

Group member usually
listened to others’ ideas.

Group member listened
carefully to others’ ideas.

Feedback

Group member didn’t
offer constructive or useful
feedback.

Group member
occasionally offered
constructive feedback, but
sometimes the comments
were inappropriate or not
useful.

Group member offered
constructive feedback
when appropriate.

Group member offered
detailed, constructive
feedback when
appropriate.

Cooperation

Group member often
treated others
disrespectfully and/or
frequently didn’t share the
workload fairly.

Group member sometimes
treated others
disrespectfully and/or didn’t
share the workload fairly.

Group member usually
treated others respectfully
and shared the workload
fairly.

Group member treated
others respectfully and
shared the workload
fairly.

Professionalism

Group member didn’t
conduct themselves in a
manner consistent with a
professional working
environment and you
would not work with them
again.

Group member often did
not conduct themselves in a
manner consistent with a
professional working
environment and you would
reluctantly work with them
again.

Group member usually
conducted themselves in
a manner consistent with a
professional working
environment and you
would work with them
again.

Group member
conducted themselves in
a manner consistent with
a professional working
environment and you
would seek them out to
work with again.

Listening
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Creation, customization, publication, data analysis
The following walks you through using our peer-assessment template for group
assignments and quizzes where you will:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Import a peer-assessment survey (QSF file).
Customize your survey details.
Import a class roster (CSV or TSV file).
Publish and distribute your survey.
Access reports and data.

To learn more about creating complex surveys with additional features click here.
This document isn’t just for reading, it’s for trying too. Watch for the Try it text in red
throughout this document so you can learn by doing!

Import a peer assessment survey
Before we begin, log into your UNC Qualtrics account here.
To import a pre-made peer-assessment survey into Qualtrics and create a new survey project, import
the QSF (Qualtrics Survey Format) file, and get started customizing!
Download the QSF file for peer assessment for group assignments/quizzes here.
Download the QSF file for peer assessment for group project here.
Try It: In the Projects tab on the Qualtrics homepage, click the Create a New Project button in the top
right corner.
•

Steps 1 and 2: Under Projects from scratch click on the Survey icon and then the Get started
button (figure 1).

•

Step 3: Name your project, designate a folder to which it will belong, and from the How do
you want to start your survey drop-down list choose Import a QSF file.

•

Step 4: Choose the QSF file you would like to import and click Create Project.
A copy of the group-assignment/quiz peer-assessment survey OR the group-project peerassessment survey you previewed in the previous pages of this walkthough will appear. This is
your copy to customize using the following instructions.

Figure 1: Import a pre-made survey from a QSF file.

Get to know the survey
The pre-made peer-assessment surveys are divided into blocks. Each block listed below can have
prompts and/or questions. Prompts provide instructions to students and survey directions. Questions
allow students to input answers.
For example, the pre-made ‘PA_GrpAssign_Template.QSF’ blocks are:

1. Introduction:
Prompt 1 (P1). Survey introduction and peer-assessment recognition text

2. Student Name & Group Member Selection:
Question 1 (Q1). Student selects their name from an imported class roster.
Questions 2 (Q2). Student selects ALL their group members.
Prompt 2 (P2). “Click the 'Next' button to continue.”
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3. Peer Assessment:
Prompt 3 (P3). Rubric with assessment criteria
Questions 3 (Q3). Student evaluates EACH group members’ contributions on a scale
according to the rubric in Prompt 3 (P3). Note: all group members selected by the
student in Q2 are carried forward to this question.
Prompt 4 (P4). “Click the 'Next' button to continue.”

4. Additional Questions:
Questions 4 (Q4). Additional feedback short answer response
Prompt 5 (Q5). “Click the 'Next' button to submit.”

Customize your survey
The survey’s questions and settings can be edited within the Survey tab of the toolbar.
Figure 2: The Survey toolbar

•

Edit Text: The text within questions and prompts can be edited by clicking on the text to open
an edit window, when editing is complete close the window by clicking off the edit window.

•

Edit Table (Rubric): To edit a table (such as the assessment rubric), click on the text to open an
edit window and select the Rich Content Editor… for easier formatting.

•

Add Question or Prompt: A new question/prompt can be added by clicking the green plus …..
button. Using the toolbar on the right, the question type can be changed to the desired type.
To create a static text prompt, choose a Descriptive Text question type.

•

Remove Question or Prompt: A question/prompt can be added by clicking the red minus …..
button. All removed questions are moved to the Trash / Unused Questions section at the bottom
of the page and can be restored.
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Import a class roster
Class rosters can be imported to the survey in Question 1
(Q1) as either a .CSV or .TSV file. This streamlines the group
member selection process and limits spelling errors. When
sorted alphabetically by last name, assessment scores can
then be easily imported to your gradebook. The class roster
is then carried forward to populate Q2 and Q3.

Figure 3: The format of the class roster.csv or .tsv file for
import.

Under the Hood: Carry Forward Choices…
Q2: Student selects ALL their group members. The class roster is
automatically carried forward from Q1. “Carry Forward All Answers –
Displayed & Hidden from Q1 Select YOUR NAME”
Q3: Student evaluates EACH group members’ contributions. The group
members are automatically carried forwards from Q2. “Carry Forward
Selected choices from Q2 Select ALL GROUP MEMBERS”

Try It: Import the class roster from a .csv or .tsv file (Figure 3) as answers to Q1.
•

Step 1: Click on the text of Q1 and make sure the question type is set to Drill Down with one
choice.

•

Step 2: Click the Click here to add answers link to open a new window.

•

Step 3: In the new window, click the Browse… button to import the .CSV or .TSV file of the
class roster. Click Import to accept the imported file.

To make changes to the names that appear in your survey after you’ve created it (for example, to
reflect enrollment changes), edit the original .CSV or .TSV file and upload it to Q1 where it will replace
the previous file.
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Figure 4: Import a class roster.

Step 1
Step 2

Step 3
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Explore survey options
Qualtrics has many customizable survey options. The following were used for our purposes. Because
we use the mean value of a students’ peer-assessments scores for their grade, we selected Prevent
Ballot Box Stuffing which allows only one opportunity to complete the survey.
Figure 5: Recommended survey options

Survey
Experience

Security &
Protection

Survey
Expiration

End of
Survey

Partial
Completion
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Survey publication & distribution
Publishing a survey for the first time will also activate it.
Try It: Publish a survey (Figure 6).
•

Step 1: Click Publish at the top right-hand side of the page.

•

Step 2: View the survey review for recommended improvements by clicking View
recommendations in the Publish Survey pop-up window.

•

Step 3: Click Publish in the Publish Survey pop-up window.

Figure 6: Steps for publishing a new survey.

There are a variety of channels (vehicles for distribution such as email, web, social media, mobile)
and methods (invitation options such as email invites, links, QR codes) to distribute your survey.
Try It: Distribute a survey (Figure 7).
Step 1: Click the Distributions tab of the toolbar at the top of the page.
Step 2: Select a channel and method for distribution from the vertical menu on the left-hand side of
the page.
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Step 3: To view data about how students are accessing your survey once it has been deployed, click
Distribution Summary from the vertical menu on the left-hand side of the page. We find ~80% of
students use the anonymous link and ~20% of students use the QR code to access our surveys.
Because we strive for high participation rates, this suggests we should continue to offer multiple
means of access.
Figure 7: Steps for publishing a new survey.
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Explore data & analysis
Survey responses and relevant metadata are logged within the Data & Analysis tab. Each row is a
recorded survey and each column is the response to a survey question. The recommended layout the
Data & Analysis table is shown in Figure 8.
This table allows easy access to survey responses; including but not limited to, the name of the student
who submitted the survey, the list of group members evaluated, as well as additional feedback from
the student. Metadata includes the date and time of a response, as well as the duration and IP address.
Clicking on a row within the Data & Analysis tab will open a pop-up window showing the completed
survey with all question responses.
Figure 8: Recommended Data & Analysis Table Layout, including pop-up example.

Try It: Configure the Data & Analysis table.
•

Step 1: Hover over the headers between Column 1 (C1) and Column 2 (C2) and click the blue
plus button
to add a new column for Q1 – Select YOUR NAME:

•

Step 2: Click on the header for Q4 – Before submitting… and select to Move Column Right.

•

Step 3: Individual responses to Q3 – Peer Assessment are visible by click on a row to open a
pop-up window with the complete survey response.
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Access reports
Qualtrics reports exports the data on a student’s contributions during group work. We used students’
mean scores for their peer-assessment grades.
Try It: Download survey data (Figure 9).
•

Step 1: Click the Reports tab of the toolbar at the top of the page.

•

Step 2: Select Default Report in the Report drop-down list.
Check the visualizations in Qualtrics.
Q1: Select YOUR NAME. “Count” shows the number of times a student picked their
name, presumably they completed the remainder of the peer assessment. We assume
students will pick their own names; this is how we determine if a student has completed
the survey and if they should receive their mean peer-assessment score.
Q2: Select ALL GROUP MEMBERS you’ll be assessing. “Count” shows the number of times
a student’s name was picked, presumably by their group members. This can help
confirm if a student was absent from group work as they will have no peer assessments
or only a few were (accidentally) completed for them.
Q3: Evaluate EACH group members’ contributions. We examine “Field” (student
names), “Minimum” (minimum score), “Maximum” (maximum score), “Mean” (mean
score), and “Count” (the number of times a student was actually peer assessed). Data
from “Mean” are the students’ peer-assessment scores out of 3 points.
Q4: Share information about your group dynamic and functionality. Click the clipboard
icon next to each response to view their source submissions.

•

Step 3: Click Share Reports, select CSV (Comma Separated) from the drop-down list. Select
the data for download.

•

Step 4: Click Export Pages, then Download.

•

Copy and paste the data from Q3’s “Mean” column into your Master Grade Book’s peerassessment column for the appropriate assessment (Figure 10).
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Figure 9: Steps to download reports.

Figure 10: Output file with highlighted survey data. Q3’s “Mean” outlined in red is a student’s peerassessment score.
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Try It: Download responses to Q4: Share information about your group dynamic and functionality
(Figure 11).
•

Step 1: Click Data & Analysis on the menu at the top of the page.

•

Step 2: Click Export & Import.

•

Step 3: Select Export Data from the drop-down list. Select file type (CSV, TSV, Excel, XML,
SPSS…) and check Download all fields.

•

Find the short-answer comments in the last column of the downloaded file.

•

Cut the column with the short answer responses and paste it after the names listed in the Q1
column to match the comment with the commenter (Figure 12).

Figure 11: Steps to download Q4’s comments.

Figure 12: Q4’s comments matched with the commenter (Q1) in downloaded .csv file.
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